By gathering locally
hometowns can save America
(and themselves)

Building the town hall of the 21st century across divisions

what you can
do yourself

Less social media (+ fight the super spreaders of division)
Stop cherry picking the worst (the most obnoxious thing the other
side did that day in the entire US)
Consider the laws of physics
before you act
Stay an original. Call-out your
team’s excesses
Diversify your network + info
sources to bond and bridge
Invite someone to lunch (humans are
highly reciprocal)
Plan a post-election phone call
Less politics, more neighbors

What you can do together.
Start gathering intentionally across divisions. Don’t make it boring.
It can be one community dinner a year.
Think of your home town as an alternative tribe to the feuding
tribes; anything that grows hometown trust decreases national
polarization.
Create a core catalyst group of 5 or 6 people who are diverse. That
is the core building block for more than you know.
Reading list for book group: The Righteous Mind by Jonathan Haidt,
The Big Sort by Bill Bishop and Divided We Fall by David French.
Two rules for BIG gatherings: No ”team clapping” and hold your
opinion lightly. (Bring a civility bell.)

Local Color rules.
Our goal isn’t to agree. It’s to disagree and still keep talking.
Assume good intentions by others.
Use of the wrong words is allowed (imperfection doesn’t make
you a racist).
Don’t come to offend. Temporarily overlook offense.
Disagreement and hate are not the same thing.
Practice humility, no matter how wrong someone is and how
right you are, there’s still something you can learn.
This is a conversation, not a series of monologues.
Extend undeserved favor to each other.
Listen to understand.
And a point of advice: Insulting those you disagree with isn’t
persuasive
Oh and… What happens at Local Color stays at Local Color

Need more info?
Find Village Square online:
https://tlh.villagesquare.us/
Find our college project online:
https://respectandrebellion.com/
Contact:
Liz Joyner
Founder & CEO
liz@villagesquare.us
850.264.8785

